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A Critical Race Theory Analysis of Critical Race Theory Bans

Caroline Mala Corbin*

A majority of state legislatures have introduced bills prohibiting public schools from teaching certain “divisive concepts” attributed to critical race theory (CRT), with at least fifteen states successfully enacting them. This Article applies a critical race theory analysis to these critical race theory bans, finding that the bans embody white privilege and especially its companion, white fragility.

After providing a primer on critical race theory, Part I explains how the state bans profoundly misunderstand critical race theory, which focuses on how systems and institutions reproduce racial inequality. These bans, however, assume that racism is individual, intentional, and rare, and that racial harm is caused by discussions of race rather than systemic racism. At the same time, to the extent the laws forbid suggesting that systemic racism is widespread or that the United States is not a meritocracy, these bans may prevent students from learning core CRT concepts.

Part II then examines these bans through a critical race theory lens. It first demonstrates how the laws’ ignorance of critical race theory and of the role race plays in the United States reflects white privilege. It next explains how the bans embody white fragility—those defensive behaviors white people may exhibit when their racial advantages are pointed out—in the way they overreact to imagined threats, focus on white people’s wellbeing, frame white people as the true victims of race relations in the United States, and finally assert false equivalencies.

Ultimately, critical race theory bans reinscribe racial inequalities. By chilling classroom discussions about the creation and maintenance of racial hierarchies, these bans leave unaddressed all the structural issues that critical race theory aims to uncover. It is a perfect vicious circle.
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INTRODUCTION

According to many state legislatures, U.S. public schools are in thrall to “woke” extremists who are bent on indoctrinating the youth of America with critical race theory and who are determined to make innocent white schoolchildren feel guilty for simply being white. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis, for example, has warned that “critical race theory is basically teaching people to hate our country, hate each other. It’s divisive, and it’s basically an identity politics version of Marxism.”

In response, a majority of states have proposed laws barring their vision of critical race theory (CRT) in the public-school classroom. These bills forbid
"divisive concepts" that lawmakers believe constitute the core tenets of critical race theory. At least fifteen states have enacted these bans, with many more lined up to follow suit. Most do not use the exact term "critical race theory." Indeed, most legislators have no clear idea of what the legal theory actually entails, such as its focus on structural racism. Nevertheless, in a quest to protect the white children of America from indoctrination and discomfort, public school teachers' ability to teach students about race in America is being severely restricted.

Although the "divisive concepts" run the gamut, most banned ideas are not espoused by critical race theory. Whereas anti-CRT legislatures imagine teachers browbeating white students, critical race theory actually agrees that no race is

zP_M8uZsQQGH09TxmBY73v23zpydt/edit#gid=267763711  (listing all the proposed and passed bills regulating critical race theory in schools); CRT Forward Tracking Project, UCLA CRITICAL RACE STUDIES [hereinafter CRT Map], https://crtforward.law.ucla.edu/  (last visited Jan. 22, 2023) (listing government action on critical race theory in each state).

3. These "divisive concepts" first appeared in a Trump executive order banning critical race theory in federal government trainings. See generally infra notes 97–101 and accompanying text.


5. See infra Section I.B.1.

6. See infra Section I.B.2.

7. Although their constitutionality is not the focus of this Article, these laws likely violate the Free Speech Clause. States may argue that these bans present no free speech problems because teachers' speech in the classroom is speech "pursuant to official duties," Garcetti v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410, 421 (2006), and therefore is essentially government speech outside free speech protection, Matal v. Tam, 528 U.S. 218, 233–34 (2017). However, the Supreme Court has alluded to a potential exception from the Garcetti rule for academic freedom. Garcetti, 547 U.S. at 425.

Furthermore, while the government enjoys wide latitude in setting the school curriculum, that power is not unlimited. Bd. of Educ. v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853, 863 (1982); id. at 861 ("Our precedents have long recognized certain constitutional limits upon the power of the State to control even the curriculum and classroom."). Censorship in public schools might be constitutional if motivated by legitimate pedagogical reasons but not if motivated by hostility to ideas. And there is good reason to conclude that it is hostility to certain ideas—that widespread discrimination against black Americans persists due to structural inequalities, that white people enjoy certain unearned privileges—that drives these educational decisions. Id. at 870–71 ("Our Constitution does not permit the official suppression of ideas."). Moreover, students too have free speech rights, and their right to receive knowledge about their history, their status, and their own experience is also at stake. Id. at 867 (noting that "the Constitution protects the right to receive information and ideas" and that "the First Amendment rights of students may be directly and sharply implicated by the removal of books from the shelves of a school library"). In sum, "the State may not, consistently with the spirit of the First Amendment, contract the spectrum of available knowledge." Id. at 866.

Finally, these ambiguously worded laws are probably unconstitutionally vague. Cf. Pernell v. Fla. Bd. of Governors of State Univ. Sys., 641 F. Supp. 3d 1218, 1281 (N.D. Fla. 2022) (finding that under Florida's anti-CRT ban "[i]t is unclear what is prohibited and even less clear what is permitted").

8. For example, critical race theory is not synonymous with communism nor does it advocate the violent overthrow of the United States. See generally infra notes 133–136 and accompanying text.
inherently superior\(^9\) or racist\(^10\) or deserves to suffer from discrimination.\(^11\) And given that critical race theory emphasizes systemic rather than individual racism,\(^12\) its goals do not include imposing blame,\(^13\) guilt,\(^14\) or other forms of psychological distress on individuals—never mind young children. At the same time, a few banned "divisive concepts" come closer to important CRT tenets, including the views that racism is widespread\(^15\) and that the United States is not a meritocracy.\(^16\)

Examining the bans through a CRT lens reveals that they reflect white privilege and especially its companion, white fragility, both concepts from critical race theory. White privilege describes the unearned advantages white people enjoy, often without even realizing it, such as the benefit of having the white experience as the default.\(^17\) This privilege produces further ones, such as the privilege of disregarding nonwhite culture—including its legal scholarship\(^18\)—and the privilege of ignoring how raced the world actually is.\(^19\) The CRT bans illustrate both of these privileges.

The bans also embody white fragility, the term used to describe a constellation of defensive behaviors many white people exhibit when their racial advantages are pointed out. These behaviors include overreacting; prioritizing white people's well-being; casting white people as the true victims; and ultimately asserting false equivalencies, such as arguing that critical race theory—a theory meant to analyze systemic discrimination against racial minorities in the United States—is as racist and bigoted against white people as any racism in our history.\(^20\) The CRT bans exemplify all these to provide a textbook example of white fragility.

---

9. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as common divisive concepts "(1) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex" and "(6) an individual’s moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex").
10. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as a common divisive concept "(3) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist").
11. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as a common divisive concept "(4) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her race or sex").
12. As discussed in Section I.A., critical race theory involves much more, from noting the constructed nature of race to centering racial minorities to analyzing how white people are raced, as well as the concepts of white privilege and white fragility.
13. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as a common divisive concept "(7) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex").
14. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as a common divisive concept "(8) any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex").
15. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as a common divisive concept "(2) the United States is fundamentally racist or sexist").
16. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (listing as a common divisive concept "(9) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by a particular race to oppress another race").
18. See infra Section II.A.1.
19. See infra Section II.A.2.
20. See infra Section II.B.
Ultimately, these bans reinscribe the racial status quo. Rather than ban actual racism, states ban information and discussion about racism, as though ignorance will make racial problems disappear. By failing to teach those who will hold power about how racial hierarchies manifest and are maintained, they leave unaddressed all the structural issues that critical race theory aims to uncover. It is a perfect vicious circle.

Part I explains the basic tenets of critical race theory and how the classroom bans regularly misapprehend the legal theory. Part II undertakes a critical race theory analysis of the critical race theory bans and finds that they provide a paradigmatic example of white privilege and especially white fragility in action.

I. CRITICAL RACE THEORY AND CRITICAL RACE THEORY BANS

Bans on critical race theory are having a moment. But what exactly does the theory encompass? This Part starts with a primer on critical race theory and then explores the bans in primary and secondary public schools on teaching the legal theory and lawmakers’ distortions thereof. In a nutshell, critical race theory focuses on the ways in which the law has constructed racial categories and perpetuated racial inequality. While the CRT bans often target boogeymen borne of white fragility, they also seek to outlaw discussion of some key concepts associated with critical race theory, including the views that structural racism is widespread and that the United States is not a meritocracy.

A. Critical Race Theory Basics

Critical race theory—a term invented by Kimberlé Crenshaw, one of the founders of the field—arose as a method of analyzing why racial inequalities persist despite the gains of the Civil Rights Movement. Even after it became illegal to discriminate on the basis of race in education, housing, employment, places of public accommodation, banking, and a host of other areas, black Americans still found themselves worse off than white Americans on most metrics of well-being.
As Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic observed, “by every social indicator, racism continues to blight the lives of people of color.” Critical race theory focuses on how the law itself perpetuates these inequalities.

Most scholars who employ critical race theory agree with several key concepts. One is that race is not grounded in biology or genetics, but is socially constructed. That is, who counts as “black” or “white” or “Asian” is determined not by science, but by law and society. Nonetheless, despite its artifice, race plays an outsized influence in the United States and therefore cannot simply be ignored. “[A]lthough race may not be biologically or genetically real, it is socially real,” and pretending it is not only perpetuates racial inequality.

Another important tenet of critical race theory is to center the black experience rather than the white one. Thus, issues should be considered from the point of view of black Americans. Personal narratives, for example, often help convey the lived experience of African Americans in a way that traditional scholarship does...
Furthermore, the purpose of critical race theory is to find solutions to combat continuing racial inequality. Critical race theory is therefore an intellectual endeavor with a racial justice goal.

Crucially, the focus of critical race theory is structural racism. It does not deny the existence of intentional racist acts by individuals, but its concern lies in the ways that institutions or societal structures perpetuate racial inequalities. "Systemic racism is so embedded in systems that it often is assumed to reflect the natural, inevitable order of things." The subpar public schools which many black Americans must endure provide an example. During the civil rights era, the blame lay with overtly racist legislators or governors—individual white men who were consciously racist—who barred black schoolchildren from attending the superior all-white schools. Instead of hunting for individual bad actors, critical race theory examines how school funding today is tied to property taxes and how that policy results in widely disparate funding for majority-minority schools, given segregated housing patterns and black Americans' lower socioeconomic status. These factors,
in turn, flow from earlier institutional decisions regarding highway construction and housing subsidies, among other things. In short, critical race theory does not seek to blame individuals; on the contrary, one of its main goals is to shift focus from individuals to systems, like housing patterns and school funding.

Another key CRT concept is that structural racism is not an aberration but is in fact widespread. The claim is not that the United States is populated by people with racial animus who act on that animus, thereby making racism widespread. Rather, the claim is that systems that replicate racism and racial inequalities, from highway construction, to residential housing, to local school funding, to mass...
media’s depictions of people of color, are everywhere. They may seem to be racially neutral, but they are not. Or more specifically, they may be neutral on their face and not necessarily motivated by racial hostility, but they have a racially disparate impact that goes unaddressed.

Another systemic issue is that “white” is the unstated default and that American society is structured around the interests, needs, and behavior of white people. Whiteness “is normative. It sets the standard in dozens of situations.” This manifests in small ways: white manufacturers make “nude” stockings and “invisible” Band-Aids that match white skin, or white authors who describe the hair and eye color but not skin color of white characters but mention all for characters of color (assuming the story has any). It also appears in larger ways, such as the fact that history in American schools tends to focus on the viewpoint and accomplishments of white people, or that standardized test questions may be subtly biased in favor of (wealthy) white test-takers.

---

48. See generally infra notes 56–66 and accompanying text.
49. Bridges, supra note 21, at 12 (“CRT proposes that, in the post civil-rights era, rational structures, institutions, and discourses do the bulk of the work creating and maintaining racial hierarchies.”). These examples only scratch the surface; others might focus on health, employment, the school-to-prison pipeline, criminal justice, or voting. See generally Braveman et al., supra note 37.
50. Khiara Bridges cites another example from STOKEY CARMICHAEL AND CHARLES HAMILTON, BLACK POWER: THE POLITICS OF LIBERATION IN AMERICA 4 (1967): “[w]hen white terrorists bomb a black church and kill five black children, that is an act of individual racism. ... when five hundred black babies die each year [in the same city] because of the lack of proper food, shelter and medical facilities ... that is a function of institutional racism.” BRIDGES, supra note 21, at 147.
51. DELGADO & STEFANCIC, supra note 23, at 86.
52. Caroline Mala Corbin, Justice Scalia, the Establishment Clause, and Christian Privilege, 15 FIRST AMEND. L. REV. 185, 194 (2017) (“[F]lesh' colored crayons, 'nude' stockings, and 'invisible' Band-Aids have, until very recently, only met their vaunted criteria for white people.”).
53. Cf. Robin DiAngelo, White Fragility, 3 INT'L J. CRITICAL PEDAGOGY 54, 60 (2011) (“[P]eople of color are almost always seen as ‘having a race’ and described in racial terms (‘the black man’) but whites rarely are (‘the man’).”)
54. How many U.S. public schools teach the history of Asia or South America or Africa compared to the history of Europe? How many describe U.S. history from the perspective of an enslaved or free black American? Cf. Nadia B. Ahmad, ‘Blood, Sweat, Tears:’ A Muslim Woman Law Professor’s View on Deagonistic Racism, Misogyny, and (Internal) Islamophobia from Preeclampsia and Presumed Incompetent to Pandemic Tenure, 16 FIU L. REV. 13, 44 (2021) (“I thought history was all messed up because World History was given from a Eurocentric viewpoint as if the rest of the world never existed, so people like me were made to feel invisible as if our people had not contributed to civilization.”).
55. To start, test questions are more likely to draw on the experience of moneyed white people, hence SAT questions on subjects like tobogganing, lacrosse, polo, and sailing. When tests are timed, and every second counts, familiarity with the subject matter gives the test-taker a competitive edge. Scott Jaschik, New Evidence of Racial Bias on SAT, INSIDE HIGHER ED (June 21, 2010), https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2010/06/21/new-evidence-racial-bias-sat [https://perma.cc/9MTW-9UTQ] (describing an earlier study that found easier questions favored white students over black students and theorized “that easier questions are likely reflected in the cultural expressions that are used commonly in the dominant (white) society, so white students have an edge based not on education or study skills or aptitude, but because they are most likely growing up around white people”); Richard Delgado, Rodrigo’s Tenth Chronicle: Merit and Affirmative Action, 83 GEO. L.J. 1711, 1721 (1995) (“The SAT, for example, has test items about toboggans, lacrosse, polo, and other activities prominent in white, middle- and upper-class culture.”).
Yet another systemic issue is the depiction of people of color in mass media. As Leonard M. Baynes has observed, given how racially segregated the United States is, “many whites often have more electronic, rather than personal, encounters with people of color.” Studies show that black Americans are, among other stereotypes, regularly shown as poor, lazy/on welfare, and criminal in popular culture and on the news. One interviewed white girl noted that “you always see black people..."
doing drugs and carrying around drugs, shooting people and stealing things."

As a result, movies, television shows, video games, and newspaper articles tend to reinforce age-old and harmful stereotypes. According to one study, eighty-three percent of black Americans believe that the media perpetuates negative stereotypes about them. Americans are inevitably exposed to these stereotypes and internalize them without even realizing they are doing so. Once the stereotypes take hold, they can be very hard to dislodge. The result is widespread unconscious discrimination.

These unconscious biases distort people's evaluations in a way that reinforces their preexisting stereotypes. Studies have repeatedly shown that people notice and interpret identical information differently depending on the race of the person evaluated. People rate the exact same resume more highly when they think the candidate is white versus black. Law firm partners evaluated an identical legal memorandum more favorably when told it was drafted by a white associate (rated

63. As recently as 1990, the General Social Survey found that, of whites polled, 52% considered violence as a characteristic of African Americans and 57.1% believed that African Americans prefer welfare to work. In a 1996 survey, 27.8% of white people agreed African Americans were lazy. See Baynes, supra note 57, at 303; see also Teresa M. Bruce, Terrorism Du Jour How the Trayvon Martin Case Exposes an Endemic Regime of Fear That Keeps Black Males and Females of All Colors in a State of Subjugation, 21 UCLA WOMEN'S L.J. 1, 25-26 (2014) ("African Americans, male and female, are often depicted in movies and on television, and even in the news, in a discriminatory manner. . . . African Americans are presented as ugly, dirty, lazy, immoral, and stupid.").
65. Kang, supra note 61, at 1514 ("Even if our sincere self-reports of bias score zero, we would still engage in disparate treatment of individuals on the basis of race, consistent with our racial schemas. . . . That we are not even aware of, much less intending, such race-contingent behavior does not magically erase the harm."); Kelly Welch, Black Criminal Stereotypes and Racial Profiling, 23 J. CONTEMP. CRIM. JUST. 276, 282 (2007) ("Researchers readily acknowledge that the impact of media image can be extremely powerful.").
66. Kang, supra note 61, at 1495 ("Racial minorities are repeatedly featured as violent criminals. Consumption of these images, the social cognition research suggests, exacerbates our implicit biases against racial minorities. "); Baynes, supra note 57, at 304 ("[T]he absence and stereotyping of people of color by the broadcast media has an effect on the attitudes that white people have towards people of color and the attitudes that each group has about itself."); see also Kang, supra note 61, at 1540 ("[A]s the computer scientists say, 'garbage in, garbage out.'").
67. There are countless studies like these. See, e.g., Caroline Mala Corbin, Intentional Discrimination in Establishment Clause Jurisprudence, 57 ALA. L. REV. 299, 309-10 nn.64-66, 68 (2015) (collecting studies).
68. See, e.g., Marianne Bertrand & Sendhil Mullainathan, Are Emily and Greg More Employable than Lakisha and Jamal? A Field Experiment on Labor Market Discrimination, 94 AM. ECON. R. 991 (2004) (finding that resumes with white-sounding names received 50% more callbacks for interviews); cf. Kathrine L. Milkman, Modupe Akonola & Dolly Chugh, What Happens Before? A Field Experiment Exploring How Pay and Representation Differently Shape Bias on the Pathway into Organizations, 100 J. APPLIED PSYCHOL. 1678, 1690 n. 10 (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/apl0000022 [https://perma.cc/CAT8-JMYQ] (finding professors are most likely to respond to otherwise identical e-mail requests for mentorship when signed with a white male name).
4.1 out of five) versus a black one (3.2 out of five). Because of their preexisting stereotypes, the law partners found around six spelling and grammar errors in black Thomas Meyer’s writing but only around three in white Thomas Meyer’s. Not only will employers evaluate the exact same performance differently, but they are more likely to remember the black employee’s mistakes and the white employee’s accomplishments. Furthermore, people are unaware of their disparate assessments. Consequently, people make race-based decisions without even realizing it. Indeed, if asked, they might sincerely believe that illegitimate factors played no role. But they did, and the upshot is that people are regularly denied equal opportunity due to their race.

Because structural racism is so widespread, critical race theory rejects the notion that the United States is a land of equal opportunity, with success due solely to effort and ability. In other words, the U.S. is not actually a meritocracy, as much as we might wish it were.

As critical race theorists point out, constitutional law has failed to come to grips with systemic racism. Currently, Equal Protection Clause doctrine covers only discrimination that can be traced back to individual racist decisions—a “bad apples” test. If a law that harms black people overtly discriminates on its face, then

---

69. Debra Cassens Weiss, Partners in Study Gave Legal Memo a Lower Rating When Told Author Wasn’t White, A.B.A. J. (Apr. 21, 2014, 12:19 PM), http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/hypothetical_legal_memo_demonstrates_unconscious_biases [https://perma.cc/2HC2-JJUF]. In both cases, the partners were told that Thomas Meyer wrote the writing sample. Id. But half of the partners were told the associate was white while the other half were told he was black. Id. In addition to the different scores, black law associate “Thomas Meyer” was criticized as “average at best and needing a lot of work” while white law associate “Thomas Meyer” was praised for his “potential and good analytical skills.” Id.

70. Id.

71. Linda Hamilton Krieger, The Content of Our Categories: A Cognitive Bias Approach to Discrimination and Equal Employment Opportunity, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1161, 1208 (1995) (“[O]nce a target individual has been perceived as a member of a particular category, people are more likely to remember the target as exhibiting attributes and behaviors commonly associated with that category.”); see also Gillian B. White, Black Workers Really Do Need to Be Twice as Good, ATLANTIC (Oct. 7, 2015).

72. Reva Siegel, Why Equal Protection No Longer Protects: The Evolving Forms of Status-Enforcing State Action, 49 STAN. L. REV. 1111, 1136–37 (1997) (“In sum, the sociological and psychological literature demonstrates that (1) racial bias remains the norm among white Americans, but that (2) they are strongly inhibited in expressing the racial attitudes they consciously hold, and often are wholly unaware of the extent to which their conscious judgments are unconsciously race based.”).

73. CRENSHAW ET AL. supra note 26, at xxix (describing a “meritocracy ideology” with “unacknowledged resistance to reaching any deep understanding of the myriad ways racism continues to limit the realization of goals such as equal opportunity”).

74. MATSUEDA ET AL., supra note 33 at 6 (“Critical race theory expresses skepticism towards dominant legal claims of neutrality, objectivity, colorblindness and meritocracy.”).

75. DELGADO & STEFANIC, supra note 23, at 3–8.

76. CRENSHAW ET AL. supra note 26, at xv (“[T]he dominant legal conception of racism as a discrete and identifiable act of ‘prejudice based on skin color’ placed virtually the entire range of everyday social practices in America . . . beyond the scope of critical examination or legal remediation.”).
it will be subject to strict scrutiny.\textsuperscript{77} But if a law that disparately harms black people and entrenches racism is neutral on its face, then it is not subject to any kind of heightened scrutiny unless the state actor also consciously intended to discriminate.\textsuperscript{78} In other words, a law will not be considered racially problematic and subject to strict scrutiny unless it has both a racially discriminatory impact and is motivated by a racially discriminatory intent.\textsuperscript{79} Moreover, equal protection law rejects the common sense assumption that the legislators intended the foreseeable consequences of their law.\textsuperscript{80} Only if the law was enacted \textit{in order to} harm a racial minority does it merit closer review.\textsuperscript{81} To illustrate, even when the government continued to rely on a potentially biased employment test that black applicants failed at four times the rate as white ones—a test that had not been validated and so had no proven ability to measure job performance—no heightened scrutiny was deemed warranted without the requisite showing of a conscious intent to harm black applicants.\textsuperscript{82} In sum, “Colorblind, or ‘formal’ equality . . . can thus remedy only the most blatant forms of discrimination.”\textsuperscript{83}

To add insult to injury, current equal protection doctrine demands the most exacting scrutiny for race-based laws designed to help black Americans, such as affirmative action programs.\textsuperscript{84} According to the Supreme Court, these programs represent invidious discrimination against innocent white people and should be presumed unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{85} Indeed, the Supreme Court recently held that affirmative action programs in higher education violate the Equal Protection Clause.\textsuperscript{86} Thus, a CRT examination of how law perpetuates racial inequality

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{77} \textit{Grutter v. Bollinger}, 539 U.S. 306, 326–27 (2003) (“[A]ll governmental uses of race are subject to strict scrutiny.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{78} \textit{Washington v. Davis}, 426 U.S. 229, 238–40 (1976) (a facially neutral law with disparate impact does not trigger strict scrutiny without discriminatory intent); \textit{see also id.} at 240 (arguing that a “law claimed to be racially discriminatory must ultimately be traced to a racially discriminatory purpose”).
  \item \textsuperscript{79} \textit{Pers. Adm'r of Mass. v. Feeney}, 442 U.S. 256, 260 (1979) (“The \textit{Davis} case held that a neutral law does not violate the Equal Protection Clause solely because it results in a racially disproportionate impact; instead the disproportionate impact must be traced to a purpose to discriminate on the basis of race.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{80} \textit{Feeney}, 442 U.S. at 279 (rejecting assumption on grounds that “'[d]iscriminatory purpose,' however, implies more than . . . intent as awareness of consequences”).
  \item \textsuperscript{81} \textit{Feeney}, 442 U.S. at 279 (holding that no discriminatory intent unless “particular course of action [was] at least in part 'because of,' not merely 'in spite of,' its adverse effects upon an identifiable group”).
  \item \textsuperscript{82} \textit{Davis}, 426 U.S. at 245–48.
  \item \textsuperscript{83} DELGADO & STEFANCIC, supra note 23, at 8.
  \item \textsuperscript{84} \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{Fisher v. Univ. of Tex.}, 579 U.S. 365, 376 (2016) (“Race may not be considered [by a university] unless the admissions process can withstand strict scrutiny.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{85} \textit{Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke}, 438 U.S. 265, 298 (1978) (“[T]here are serious problems of justice . . . there is a measure of inequity in forcing innocent persons in respondent’s position to bear the burdens of redressing grievances not of their making.”); \textit{see also id.} at 295 n.34 (“The denial to innocent persons of equal rights and opportunities may outrage those so deprived and therefore may be perceived as invidious.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{86} The Supreme Court struck down University of North Carolina’s affirmative action program in \textit{Students for Fair Admissions, Inc. v. Univ. of N. Carolina.} No. 21-707 (U.S. June 29, 2023) and
demonstrates that existing equal protection law both ignores racial discrimination and hinders attempts to remediate racial discrimination.

Finally, scholars aligned with critical race theory have diagnosed not only the ways that black people are disadvantaged by societal systems and structures, but also the ways that white people are advantaged by them. This is not a shocking insight. Every hierarchy has those who benefit as well as those who are disadvantaged. But with the concepts of “white privilege” and “white fragility,” the focus is on whiteness rather than blackness.

Among the first to investigate white privilege was Peggy McIntosh, who describes the concept as “an invisible package of unearned assets that I can count on cashing in each day, but about which I was ‘meant’ to remain oblivious.” McIntosh lists dozens of concrete examples of white privilege. I described one above: the ability to walk into a drug store and find products designed for your needs (e.g., suitable stockings and bandages). But the privileges of white people run the gamut, ranging from “If a traffic cop pulls me over... I can be sure I haven’t been singled out because of my race;” to “Whether I use checks, credit cards or cash, I can count on my skin color not to work against the appearance of my financial reliability;” to “I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the paper and see people of my race widely represented.”


87. See generally CRITICAL WHITE STUDIES: LOOKING BEHIND THE MIRROR (Richard Delgado & Jean Stefancic eds., 1997); Barbara J. Flagg, "Was Blind, but Now I See": White Race Consciousness and the Requirement of Discriminatory Intent, 91 MICH. L. REV. 953, 971 (1993); see also, e.g., Osamudia R. James, White Like Me: The Negative Impact of the Diversity Rationale on White Identity Formation, 89 N.Y.U. L. REV. 425, 427–28 (2014) (“[White Abigail Fisher who challenged the affirmative action program] seemed never to have considered that her skin color likely ensured a childhood filled with positive representations of people of her own race, a benefit that has been shown to aid children’s psychological and emotional development; that subjective assessments made of her intellectual or emotional capacities in school were likely interpreted in ways that enhanced, rather than undermined, her intellectual development; or that skin color likely aided her family’s financial stability.”).

88. BRIDGES, supra note 21, at 195.

89. DELGADO & STEFANCIC, supra note 23, at 85 (“A new generation of scholars has put whiteness under the lens and examined the construction of the white race.”).

90. Peggy McIntosh, White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack, in BEYOND HEROES AND HOLIDAYS 79 (Enid Lee, Deborah Menkart & Margo Okazawa-Rey, 1998); see also id. (“White privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank checks.”); cf Cheryl I. Harris, Whiteness as Property, 106 HARV. L. REV. 1709, 1713 (1993) (“In ways so embedded that it is rarely apparent, the set of assumptions, privileges, and benefits that accompany the status of being white have become a valuable asset that whites [seek] to protect.”).

91. McIntosh, supra note 90, at 79.

92. Id.

93. Id.; see also id. (“When I am told about our national heritage or about ‘civilization,’ I am shown that people of my color made it what it is.”).
advantages that white people enjoy for no other reason than their whiteness. They are unearned.

Examining white Americans and their privileges shifts the discussion in two ways. First, it changes the norm. Rather than start with white people as the default and examine how black people suffer particular disadvantages, white privilege starts with black people as the default and examines how white people benefit from particular advantages. Second, it gives white people a race. Focusing on white people’s different experiences due to their race highlights that white people are also raced. Race is not simply what other nonwhite people have. All people have it. There is no vantage point that is completely neutral because everyone is raced in one way or another.

In sum, although constitutional law still clings to an outdated view of discrimination as limited to individual bad actors, critical race theory does not. It trains its sights on institutions and systems, from education to mass media. In exposing widespread systemic discrimination, it dismantles the idea that the United States is a land of equal opportunity with the results reflecting a true meritocracy. It also draws attention to the two sides of racism: the discrimination of some and the privilege of others. With these basic concepts of critical race theory in mind, it becomes apparent that although the proliferating CRT bans often miss the mark, they land some—or at least approach the target—as well.

B. Critical Race Theory Bans

North Dakota’s ban is unusual in that it names “critical race theory” as the object of its ban, which it defines as “the theory that racism is not merely the product of learned individual bias or prejudice, but that racism is systemically embedded in American society and the American legal system to facilitate racial inequality.” Most other state bans are neither as direct nor as accurate as North Dakota’s. Instead, they draw from the same set of “divisive concepts” that first appeared in a Trump Executive Order banning the use of critical race theory in federal government trainings. Some of these forbidden concepts represent a gross misunderstanding of critical race theory, and ironically, their prohibition might actually help a CRT examination of history. Others come closer to important tenets of critical race theory.


96. See CRT Bill List, supra note 2.

1. Content

The inspiration for many state critical race theory bans is a 2020 executive order issued by then-President Trump targeting the allegedly “destructive” and “malign ideology.”\footnote{Id. at 434. Trump issued the executive order days after watching conservative activist Christopher Rufo on Fox News lambasting critical race theory. Laura Meckler & Josh Dawsey, Republicans, Spurred by an Unlikely Figure, See Political Promise in Targeting Critical Race Theory, WASH. POST (June 21, 2021, 6:22 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2021/06/19/critical-race-theory-rufo-republicans/ [https://perma.cc/Z2CG-XSYM].} Complaining about “offensive and anti-American race and sex stereotyping and scapegoating,” the order bars funds to any civil service education or training that promotes a list of nine “divisive concepts.”\footnote{Id. at 433, 436.} These same concepts—the Trump administration’s understanding of critical theory—appear, often word for word, in most of the state-level bans on critical race theory in schools.\footnote{See CRT Map, supra note 2.} The “divisive concepts” are:

1. one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex;
2. the United States is fundamentally racist or sexist;
3. an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously;
4. an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her race or sex;
5. members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without respect to race or sex;
6. an individual’s moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex;
7. an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex;
8. any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex; or
9. meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by a particular race to oppress another race.\footnote{Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. at 436.}

a. All Races Are Equal

One cluster of prohibitions seeks to safeguard the fundamental principle that all races are of equal worth and deserve equal treatment. Thus, these laws bar...
teaching that any race is inherently superior to another,\textsuperscript{102} or that any individual's moral character is determined by their race.\textsuperscript{103} The laws also ban teaching that anyone should be treated poorly or discriminated against on account of their race or other protected characteristics.\textsuperscript{104}

An aside on the characteristics protected from discrimination: while virtually all state laws include race and sex,\textsuperscript{105} others vary on how widely they cast their net. Some stop with race and sex.\textsuperscript{106} Others extend their prohibitions to include ethnicity,\textsuperscript{107} color,\textsuperscript{108} national origin,\textsuperscript{109} and/or religion.\textsuperscript{110} New Hampshire provides the most comprehensive list, and its ban covers “age, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, race, creed, color, marital status, familial status, mental or physical disability, religion, or national origin.”\textsuperscript{111}

\textit{b. No Race is Responsible}

Two popular prohibitions try to ensure that no race is ever blamed for racial inequality or is made to feel bad about it. The first, incorporated into almost all anti-critical race theory laws, makes it illegal to teach that anyone, on account of their race, bears responsibility for racism in the past.\textsuperscript{112} The second one bars teachers

\begin{itemize}
  \item 102. This is the first “divisive concept” in the Trump Executive Order: “(1) one race or sex is inherently superior to another race or sex.” \textit{Id.}
  \item 103. This is divisive concept number six from the Executive Order: “(6) an individual’s moral character is necessarily determined by his or her race or sex.” \textit{Id.}
  \item 104. The Executive Order’s fourth “divisive concept” is “(4) an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her race or sex.” \textit{Id.}
  \item 105. See \textit{CRT Bill List}, supra note 2. With the exception of North Dakota, which outlaws “critical race theory.” See \textit{N.D. CENT. CODE} § 15.1-21-05.1 (2021).
  \item 108. \textit{IDAHO CODE} § 33-138 (2022).
  \item 109. \textit{Id.}
  \item 110. \textit{Id.}
  \item 112. Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. § 433, 436 (2021) (“(7) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, bears responsibility for actions committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex”).
from making students feel guilt due to their race.\textsuperscript{113} Arizona’s and South Carolina’s laws state that no one can be “blamed or judged because of their race.”\textsuperscript{114} Other states copy the executive order’s language verbatim and make it illegal to teach “that any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish or any form of psychological distress because of the individual’s race.”\textsuperscript{115}

c. No Race is Racist, and Certainly Not the United States

The bans forbid any suggestion that people’s race might lead them to be racist. Teachers cannot propose that people might be consciously or unconsciously “racist” or “oppressive” due to their race.\textsuperscript{116} If no one is racist, then clearly it is false to claim that the United States is racist—another taboo “divisive concept.”\textsuperscript{117} States frame this latter prohibition as a bar on teaching that the United States or their state is “fundamentally”\textsuperscript{118} or “irredeemably”\textsuperscript{119} or “systemically”\textsuperscript{120} racist.

d. Colorblind is Best and Meritocracy Rules

The last cluster of “divisive concepts” props up the belief that American society is a meritocracy and, therefore, Americans should be colorblind. After all, if racism is not a widespread problem, then there is no basis to challenge the idea that the existing distribution of achievements, wealth, power, and well-being is due to merit and hard work as opposed to race. Hence the prohibition on challenging the view that the United States is a meritocracy.\textsuperscript{121}

And if the nation operates as a true meritocracy, no one should be saddled with penalties or bestowed advantages on account of their race. Instead of highlighting race, then, the goal is to ignore it, making race-conscious decision-making another “divisive concept.” Rather than directly mandate colorblindness, many states opted for the more opaque phrasing used in the Trump executive order.\textsuperscript{122} Nevertheless, compulsory colorblindness is one outcome of the double

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{113} Id. (“(8) any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish, or any other form of psychological distress on account of his or her race or sex.”).
\item \textsuperscript{114} ARIZ. REV. STAT. § 15-717.02 (2021) (forbidding “blame or judgment on the basis of race or ethnicity”); 2021 S.C. Acts § 1.105 (budget bill mandating that funds cannot be used to teach “fault, blame, or bias should be assigned to a race or sex, or to members of a race or sex because of their race or sex”); 2021 S.C. Acts § 59-29-630, https://www.scstatehouse.gov/sessl24_2021-2022/bills/4343.htm%20[https://perma.cc/CD38-GBF5].
\item \textsuperscript{115} Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. at 436 (eighth “divisive concept”).
\item \textsuperscript{116} Id. (“(3) an individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously”).
\item \textsuperscript{117} Id. (“(2) the United States is fundamentally racist or sexist”).
\item \textsuperscript{118} See, e.g., TENN. CODE § 49-6-1019 (2021); IOWA CODE § 261H.8(1)(b) (2021).
\item \textsuperscript{119} See, e.g., TENN. CODE § 49-6-1019 (2021); IOWA CODE § 261H.8(1)(b) (2021).
\item \textsuperscript{120} See, e.g., N.D. CENT. CODE § 15.1-21-05.1 (2021).
\item \textsuperscript{121} Note that the idea is written as prohibition on teaching that “(0) meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by a particular race to oppress another race.” Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. at 436.
\item \textsuperscript{122} Id. (“(5) That members of one race or sex cannot and should not attempt to treat others without respect to race or sex.”).
\end{itemize}
negative in “an individual of one race . . . should not attempt to treat others without respect to race.”

**e. Additional Limits Tinged with Red Scare**

Some states exceed the Trump Administration’s template by placing additional restrictions. Tennessee, for example, wants to rid the classroom of any discussion of white privilege and so bars “[a]scribing character traits, values, moral or ethical codes, privileges or beliefs to a race or sex, or to an individual because of the individual’s race or sex.”

Several states target *The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story,* a collection of essays and poems organized by Nikole Hannah-Jones and published by the New York Times. The date marks the arrival of the first enslaved Africans to the American colonies, and the Project’s stated aim is “to reframe the country’s history by placing the consequences of slavery and the contributions of black Americans at the very center of our national narrative.” In Texas, no teacher can “require an understanding of the 1619 Project” or teach “that the advent of slavery in the territory that is now the United States constituted the true founding of the United States.”

Texas also bans teachers from depicting slavery and racism as “anything

---

123. *Id.* Florida even specifically targeted affirmative action. *Pernell v. Fla. Bd. of Governors of State Univ. Sys., No. 4:22CV304-MW/MAF, 2022 WL 16985720,* at *4 (N.D. Fla. Nov. 17, 2022) (“When asked directly whether concept six ["a person by virtue of his race... should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment to achieve diversity, equity, or inclusion"] is "affirmative action by any other name," defense counsel answered, unequivocally, "Your Honor, yes.").

124. Additionally, Tennessee forbids the idea that "the rule of law does not exist, but instead is a series of power relationships and struggles among racial or other groups." *Tenn. Code 49-6-1019 (2021).* Also barred is "promoting division between or resentment of a race [or] nonviolent political affiliation." *Id.*

125. Texas and Florida have successfully banned requiring understanding of or using *The 1619 Project* classroom. See *Tex. Educ. Code Ann.* § 28.0022 (a)(4)(B) (2021); *Fla. Admin. Code Ann.* r. 6A-1.094124 ("Instruction may not utilize material from the 1619 Project."). An additional thirteen states have attempted to pass laws to bar *The 1619 Project* from classrooms, and although many bills have died, legislation is still pending in Michigan and Ohio. See *CRT Bill List, supra note 2.* “Yet even without singling out curricula by name, 53 of the 54 educational gag order bills could be used to block *The 1619 Project* . . .” *Jonathan Friedman, James Tager, Andy Gottlieb, Educational Gag Orders: Legislative Restrictions on the Freedom to Read, Learn, and Teach 45 (Summer Lopez & Nadine Faird eds., 2022),* https://pen.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/PENN_EducationalGagOrders_01-18-22-compressed.pdf [https://perma.cc/5UTP-45V2].


other than deviations from, betrayals of, or failures to live up to the authentic founding principles of the United States.\textsuperscript{129}

A few states link critical race theory to communism.\textsuperscript{130} Among its CRT prohibitions, Tennessee bans “promoting or advocating the violent overthrow of the United States government.”\textsuperscript{131} According to the Governor of Nebraska, “[C]ommunism isn’t something that’s just studied in history books. There’s growing awareness across our state and country that it’s reinventing itself right here at home under the label of Critical Race Theory.”\textsuperscript{132}

2. The Failure to Bar Critical Race Theory

These prohibitions, aimed at eradicating critical race theory in the classroom, often miss the mark and instead reflect profound befuddlement regarding CRT. In fact, the mandated point of view on some “divisive concepts” helps advance a CRT perspective. At the same time, to the extent these prohibitions deny the existence of widespread racism and insist that the United States is a meritocracy, they do come closer to some of CRT’s core teachings. Yet, even here, the actual phrasing reveals confusion about the theory’s basic premises.

\textit{a. Missing the Mark}

Notwithstanding North Dakota’s fairly accurate description of critical race theory, many prohibitions are grounded in some foundational misunderstandings. Several “divisive concepts” have nothing to do with CRT, and critical race theorists would be just as opposed to them.

\textsuperscript{129} Id.

\textsuperscript{130} See S.B. 588, 58th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (2021 Okla. Sess. Laws), https://legiscan.com/OK/text/SB588/id/2442064/Oklahoma-2022-SB588-Introduced.pdf [https://perma.cc/XS33-VPRY] (“A student enrolled in and attending a public school district or public charter school in this state shall be afforded... The right to an unbiased education that does not endorse, favor or promote socialism, communism or Marxism and that is free from anti-American bias[]”); H.B. 4016, 85th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. § 18-21-3(a) (W. Va. 2022), https://www.wvlegislature.gov/Bill_Text_HTML/2022_SESSIONS/RS/bills/hb4016%20intr.pdf [https://perma.cc/CVE8-GVVV] (prohibiting “[t]he presentation or promotion of any political, economic, or political-economic system that is based on ideological concepts rooted in or inspired by... communism”).

\textsuperscript{131} TENN. CODE § 49-6-1019 (2021).

As an initial matter, the need to violently overthrow the government is not a tenet of critical race theory the way it is a tenet of Marxism. The two may have become conflated in people’s minds either because critical race theory broke off from critical legal studies, which did draw on Marxist thought, or because Marxism was one of many theories, including poststructuralism, postmodernism, . . . feminism, literary criticism, liberalism, neopragnatism and discourses of self-determination such as Black nationalism and radical pluralism” that influenced it. Although critical race theory calls for a “massive social transformation,” seeking reform of existing power structures is not equivalent to advocating the violent overthrow of those structures. Accusers may simply be redbaiting—trying to discredit the theory by linking it to communism, something deemed quintessentially un-American, atheist, and immoral.

Moreover, no critical race theorist argues that any race is inherently superior to another, nor that any individual person’s moral character is determined by their race. White politicians’ logic failed them when they made the leap from “black people are not inferior,” which CRT does espouse, to “white people are inferior,” which CRT does not. The same is true of attributing moral value to individuals based on race—it is simply not a CRT tenet. On the contrary, critical race theory wholeheartedly agrees there should be no racial hierarchies.

In any event, the obsessive focus on individuals misses the main thrust of critical race theory, which aims to excavate how institutions and systems—not individuals—reproduce racial inequity. Thus, the goal of critical race theory is not to blame individual white people today for the racism of the past, nor to make

133. See infra Section IIA; see generally Shiv Narayan Persaud, Towards an Understanding of Critical Race Theory: Dispelling False Claims and Misrepresentations, 18 U. MASS. L. REV. 79, 84 (2023) (explaining why “CRT is not Marxism”).
134. See generally Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, The First Decade: Critical Reflections, or ‘A Foot in the Closing Door,’ 49 UCLA L. REV. 1343 (2002) (describing how critical race theory broke off from Critical Legal Studies); see also id. at 1363 (“Critiques of neutrality, objectivity, colorblindness, meritocracy, and formal equality constituted the most common themes that linked our work.”).
135. Rob Hunter, Critical Legal Studies and Marx’s Critique: A Reappraisal, 31 YALE J. L. & HUMAN. 389, 391 (2021) (“CLS included figures who were sympathetic to or considered themselves Marxists . . . .’); Mark V. Tushnet, Critical Legal Studies: A Political History, 100 YALE L.J. 1515, 1525 (1991) (“[A] great deal of the early work associated with critical legal studies involved efforts to make sense of a Marxist–Weberian notion of the relative autonomy of law.”).
137. Mari J. Matsuda, Voices of America: Accent, Antidiscrimination Law, and A Jurisprudence for the Last Reconstruction, 100 YALE L.J. 1329, 1392–93 n.226 (1991); Crenshaw, supra note 136, at 214 n.7 (“The normative stance of critical race theory is that massive social transformation is a necessary precondition of racial justice.”).
138. Of course, proponents of CRT bans meant that white people should not be disparaged or deemed less worthy because of their race. However, because the bans are written in neutral terms, this neutral language also ensures that nonwhite people are not disparaged or deemed less worthy because of their race. Ironically, this broader meaning was made possible by the anti-CRT insistence of a colorblind approach to the law.
139. See supra notes 37–50 and accompanying text.
individual white people feel guilt or anguish or other forms of psychological distress for the continuing inequalities. As stated, the primary goal is to expose and remedy systemic racism, not individual racism. That critical race theory teaches that all white people are immoral racists who ought to be ashamed of themselves simply perpetuates a widespread misapprehension that CRT is trying to correct, namely that racism stems from individual bad people acting maliciously rather than from systems and structures.

Ironically, some of the prohibitions, though written with the aim of protecting white students, might actually promote a CRT analysis of existing inequalities. If all races are inherently equal, no one is a racist, and intentional discrimination is illegal anyway, then what explains the fact that whites are overrepresented in positions of power from academia to business to politics? Enter CRT's systemic explanations.

These prohibitions may also be used to eliminate any lingering white supremacy in the classroom. For example, the requirement to teach that no race or religion is morally superior might necessitate rethinking how Manifest Destiny is presented in school. At the very least, Manifest Destiny cannot be taught uncritically. After all, an underlying assumption of Manifest Destiny—the doctrine that American settlers were destined to expand throughout North America—was that God favored the white Christian settlers over the non-Christian Native Americans who occupied that land.

But the main point is that the critical race theory conjured up in the fevered minds of anti-CRT politicians does not match its actual tenets. The goal is not to attack or denigrate individual white people. It is to expose systems and structures that reinscribe racial hierarchies and to fix them—and not by violent revolution. In


141. One scholar goes so far as to argue that “[m]any bills—if we take seriously their actual text—call for more CRT in the classroom, not less.” Jonathan P. Feingold, Reclaiming Equality: How Regressive Laws Can Advance Progressive Ends, 73 S.C. L. REV. 723, 726 (2022).

142. See id. at 749; see also id. at 754 (arguing that ambiguous divisive concept number four, barring discriminatory treatment based on protected characteristics, could be interpreted to bar teachers from approving the Trump travel ban targeting Muslims or sports teams targeting trans athletes).

143. Cf. Daniel Koen, Advocacy Should Be Personal: An Interview with Emma Lagona, 13 PUB. INT. L. REP. 245, 246 (2008) (“We need to understand that racism in this country, the racism that justified slavery and Jim Crow, it is part and parcel of the supremacist attitudes of manifest destiny—the notion that white Europeans were chosen by God to establish their culture, religion and economic system on this continent.”).

144. Bill Ong Hing, Immigration Policy: Thinking Outside the (Big) Box, 39 CONN. L. REV. 1401, 1411 (2007) (“In part, racism drove the belief in manifest destiny. Native Americans were perceived as savages best confined to small areas of the west . . . Thus the same racism that justified slavery in the south and discrimination in the north supported expansion in the west.”). Similarly, Tennessee’s ban on advocating the violent overthrow of the U.S. government—aimed at CRT’s imagined communist call to violence—might inadvertently inform lessons on the January 6 insurrection.
fact, some “divisive concepts” targeted by the bans are consistent with critical race
theory and even further it.

b. Hitting the Target—or at Least Coming Closer

Other forbidden “divisive concepts” come closer to major critical race theory
tenets. The prohibitions related to the pervasiveness of discrimination, unconscious
discrimination, and colorblindness and meritocracy approach core critical race
theory concepts. Still, most of the “divisive concepts” are sufficiently far afield such
that critical race theory could still be taught without violating the letter of the law.

i) Widespread Racism

One of the key principles of critical race theory is that racism in the United
States is ubiquitous because it is built into so many different institutions and
structures. While critical race theorists would not necessarily summarize this idea
as “the United States is fundamentally racist,” the inability to teach about the
pervasiveness of racism in the United States would render it difficult to properly
explain critical race theory.

The scope of this forbidden “divisive concept” may turn on how “racism” is
understood. Given CRT critics’ focus on individual bad actors, they may well
translate “the United States is fundamentally racist” as “the United States is peopled
by those overtly hostile to racial minorities.” (That this overlooks the millions of
Americans who are racial minorities themselves may not register with the white
legislators who unconsciously view racial minorities as “other.”) If so, there is little
clash with critical race theory. But because “racist” encompasses so many kinds of
racism, this banned concept may sweep in the basic CRT tenet that racism is, in
fact, widespread in the United States and has permeated its history from the start.

145. See supra note 44 and accompanying text; see also MATSUDA ET AL., supra note 33, at 6
(“Critical race theory recognizes that racism is endemic to American life.”).
147. It would also turn on what is meant by “fundamentally.” Defining “fundamentally” so
that the divisive concept means that racism has been a defining characteristic of the United States
since its inception would impinge on a CRT approach to history. “Fundamentally” defined as inevitable and
unalterable would not.
148. The U.S. Constitution itself had three clauses protecting slavery, despite never using the
word. First, the Constitution barred Congress from ending the international slave trade until 1808. U.S.
CONST. art. 1, § 9 (“The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of the States now existing
shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one thousand
eight hundred and eight.”). Second, the Constitution gave slave states outsized influence by allowing
them to count each slave as three-fifths of a person for purposes of determining representation in
Congress. U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 2 (“Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the
several States which may be included within this Union, according to their respective Numbers, which
shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of free Persons, including those bound to Service
for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other Persons.”). Third, the
“fugitive slave clause” required that free states return escaped slaves to their slave owners. U.S. CONST.
art. 4, § 2 (“No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into
One type of commonplace racism that scientific studies have exhaustively documented is unconscious racism—another banned “divisive concept.”149 As described above, this includes the phenomenon of people noting, evaluating, and remembering the exact same conduct or performance differently depending on the actor’s race.150 The existence of unconscious discrimination helps explain how even well-meaning people discriminate without any awareness that they treat people differently because of their race.

The actual language of the bans does not necessarily preclude discussing unconscious discrimination. Notably, most states do not bar the entire concept of “unconscious racism.” Rather, teachers may not instruct that an individual “by virtue of his or her race” is guilty of unconscious racism.151 As it happens, the science indicates that everyone, regardless of race, has unconscious biases. That is, even people of color may unconsciously discriminate against other people of color,152 and women may discriminate against women.153 After all, as Charles Lawrence III has emphasized, we have all grown up in and been influenced by the same racist (and sexist) culture.154 Thus, strictly speaking, the view that unconscious discrimination distorts everyone’s decision-making can still be taught.

149. Although unconscious discrimination is not necessarily a focus of critical race theory, it is one of the reasons why racism is so widespread.

150. See supra notes 67–72 and accompanying text. That is, due to unconscious discrimination, Americans of all races judge people—and subsequently award or punish them—based on their race.


152. For example, in a study documenting shooter bias, researchers found that “participants were more likely to mistake a Black target as armed when he in fact was unarmed . . . [and] more likely to mistake a White target as unarmed when he in fact was armed [and] Black participants showed similar amounts of ‘shooter bias’ as Whites.” Kang, supra note 61, at 1493 (summarizing Joshua Correll, Bernadette Park, Charles M. Judd & Bernd Wittenbrink, The Police Officer’s Dilemma: Using Ethnicity to Disambiguate Potentially Threatening Individuals, 83 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 1314, 1315–17 (2002)).

153. See, e.g., Daniel Storage, Tessa E.S. Charlesworth, Mahzarin R. Banaji & Andrei Cimpian, Adults and Children Implicitly Associate Brilliance with Men More Than Women, 90 J. EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCHOL. 104020 (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jexpsocpsych.2020.104020 [https://perma.cc/SUB4-3DF9] (finding that both men and women more likely to link “brilliant” to men compared to women); Coninne A. Moss-Racusin, John F. Dovidio, Victoria L. Brescoll, Mark J. Graham & Jo Handelsman, Science Faculty’s Subtle Gender Bias Favor Male Students, 109 PROCEEDINGS NAT’L ACADEMY SCI., 16474 (2012), https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1211286109 [https://perma.cc/E3U4-ATYB] (finding that male and female science faculty rated application with male name more highly than exact same application with female name); Sigal Samuel, Women in Science Are Up Against a Lot of Unconscious Bias. Here’s How to Fight It, Vox (Feb. 11, 2020, 2:00 PM), https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/8/28/20833505/women-science-unconscious-gender-implicit-bias-study [https://perma.cc/C68H-DH4L] (describing study finding that “most scientists on the committees—whether they were men or women, and whether they worked in particle physics or political science—unconsciously associated science with men.”).
Unconscious microaggressions, however, may fare differently. Microaggressions are those constant mini-acts of racism that white people inflict on people of color, often out of ignorance rather than ill intent. Research scientist Derald Wing Sue defines them as “the everyday slights, insults, putdowns, invalidations and offensive behaviors that people of marginalized groups experience in daily interactions with generally well-intentioned people who may be unaware of their impact” and states they “are reflections of implicit bias or prejudicial beliefs and attitudes beyond the level of conscious awareness.” A white man complimenting an Asian-American lecturer (presumed foreign and other) on their impeccable English is one classic example. A white woman reacting to the proximity of a young black man (presumed criminal and dangerous) by crossing to the other side of the road or holding her bag more tightly is another.

Microaggressions have been called “death by a thousand cuts”—while individually they may seem manageable, their relentlessness and cumulative impact is less so. Thus, critical race theory bans might reach microaggressions, as they are more likely to be individual, unconscious, acts of racism that one race inflicts on another.

---

155. Nantiya Ruan, Papercuts: Hierarchical Microaggressions in Law Schools, 31 HASTINGS WOMEN’S L.J. 3, 16 (2020) ("The term is attributed to Dr. Chester Pierce, an early African-American psychiatrist and medical school faculty member, from his 1970 work, Offensive Mechanisms.").

156. Daniel G. Solórzano, Lindsay Pérez Huber & Layla Huber-Verjan, Theorizing Racial Microaffirmations as a Response to Racial Microaggressions: Counterstories Across Three Generations of Critical Race Scholars, 18 SEATTLE J. SOC. JUST. 185, 191 (2020) ("I came to define racial microaggressions as one form of systemic everyday racism used to keep those at the racial margins in their place."); Lauren Munro, Everyday Indignities: Using the Microaggressions Framework to Understand Weight Stigma, 45 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 502, 502-03 (2017) ("A distinct feature of microaggressions is that the individuals who perpetrate them are often, though not always, unaware of the fact that they are engaging in the denigration of a marginalized group or do so unintentionally.").


158. Id.

159. Jenee Desmond-Harris, What Exactly Is a Microaggression, Vox (Feb. 16, 2015, 9:20 AM), https://www.vox.com/2015/2/16/8031073/what-are-microaggressions [https://perma.cc/A8QX-NXF9]; see also Renee Nicole Allen & Deshun Harris, Microaggressions: What They Are and Why They Matter, 24 TEX. HISP. J.L. & POL’Y 61, 62 (2017) ("Examples of microaggressions include such common statements as ‘I don’t think of you as Black’ ‘You don’t look Jewish’ and ‘Where are you from? No, where are you really from?’").

160. Sue, supra note 157; Ruan, supra note 155.

161. Sue, supra note 157 ("Microaggressions often convey to targets the message that they are foreigners, criminals, dangerous, a threat or subhuman... Far from being harmless and benign, microaggressions have a macro impact on targets. A whole body of research supports this conclusion.").
One of the core tenets of critical race theory that these bans target is the view that the United States is not a meritocracy. According to CRT, the existing distribution of goodies—a distribution where white Americans control most of those goodies—does not simply reflect ability and effort, but also widespread racism at every level. Just as a bar on the idea of widespread racism would repudiate a central element of critical race theory, so would a bar on challenging the American ideal that everyone competes on a level playing field and success goes to those with the most talent and best work ethic.

Yet, once again, the phrasing of the ban reflects a funhouse version of critical race theory, starting with the mistaken belief that CRT argues that a “hard work ethic” on its own is a racist idea and that the “meritocracy” ideal was created by racists in order to hide their racism. Because critical race theory critics do not understand that racism can exist without consciously racist individuals, they misconstrue the CRT challenge to meritocracy as a claim that the idea (or ideal) of a meritocracy was concocted by mustachio-twirling white villains plotting the subordination of black victims. Accordingly, the laws do not ban teaching that the U.S. is not a meritocracy; they ban teaching that a meritocracy is racist or “created by a particular race to oppress another race.” Consequently, bans that echo the wording of the Trump executive order do not strictly speaking cover the CRT concept.

The same hitting-yet-simultaneously-missing the mark also applies to the attempts to outlaw color-consciousness or anything other than absolute colorblindness. For critical race theory, mandating colorblindness is equivalent to willfully ignoring almost all the ways that racism—unconscious racism, microaggressions, but primarily structural racism—operates to perpetuate

---

162. See supra notes 73–74 and accompanying text; Robert L. Hayman, Jr., Race and Reason: The Assault on Critical Race Theory and the Truth About Inequality, 16 NAT’L BLACK L.J. 1, 19 (1999) ("Little is objectionable about [the meritocratic idea as 'positions in society should be based on the abilities and achievements of the individual, rather than on characteristics such as family background, race, religion, or wealth']. The difficulty, articulated clearly by critical race theorists, is that we are far from realizing this meritocratic ideal.").

163. Hayman, Jr., supra note 162, at 19; see also id. at 24 ("Critical race theorists share that aspiration [of a meritocracy], but they refuse to be complacent about the gap between the aspirational and the actual; it is in that gap that the experience of 'race' is lived.").

164. Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. § 433, 436 (2021) (listing as the ninth divisive concept “meritocracy or traits such as a hard work ethic are racist or sexist, or were created by a particular race to oppress another race”).

165. Id.

166. See supra Section I.B.1.d.
inequality.\textsuperscript{167} In the United States, race matters.\textsuperscript{168} With racism permeating our brains and our institutions, we cannot hope to achieve equal opportunity, never mind true equality, without taking race into account.\textsuperscript{169} Consequently, to mandate colorblindness is to negate a core element of any CRT course.

Yet, once again, the language of the ban reflects something other than actual critical race theory. Color-consciousness gets translated as deliberately discriminating against white people, or as stated in the banned divisive concept, teaching that “an individual should be discriminated against or receive adverse treatment solely or partly because of his or her race.”\textsuperscript{170} This, of course, is not equivalent to taking race into account.

Not all states have wildly misconceived critical race theory. As mentioned, North Dakota’s definition is a much better summary, although it too clings to a view of racism as intentional by characterizing it as systemically embedded \textit{in order to} facilitate inequality.\textsuperscript{171} Tennessee prohibits ascribing any privileges to one particular race, which seems to squarely cover the concept of white privilege, even if the ban did not expressly call out this concept.\textsuperscript{172} But more often than not, they miss the mark. Still, the very attempt in itself embodies white privilege and white fragility.

II. THE PRIVILEGE AND FRAGILITY OF CRITICAL RACE THEORY BANS

Critical race theory bans exemplify white privilege and especially white fragility. One of the most noted privileges of white Americans is the ability to pass through life with little awareness of race’s impact, and the bans reflect this obliviousness.\textsuperscript{173} The bans also reflect white fragility, which is a series of defensive reactions and moves that white people regularly make when their privileges are

\textsuperscript{167} Hayman, Jr., \textit{supra} note 162, at 20–21 (“[E]ven in the absence of a verifiable, malicious intent, neutral laws may perpetuate inequity simply by deferring to forces [i.e. the marketplace, management politics, 'private' decision-making] that still harbor their own sets of biases forged through centuries of official (and unofficial) discrimination.”).

\textsuperscript{168} BRIDGES, \textit{supra} note 21, at 7 (“Race remains highly significant in present-day U.S.”); Hayman, Jr., \textit{supra} note 162, at 19 (“Race is a facet of identity . . . . It is not, race theorists insist, the only facet of identity; it may be, however, the only facet of identity that we pretend does not exist.”); Flagg, \textit{supra} note 87, at 959 (“Beyond the individual forms of racism that stereotyping, bias, and hostility represent lie the vast terrains of institutional racism—the maintenance of institutions that systematically advantage whites—and cultural racism—the usually unstated assumption that white culture is superior to all others.”).

\textsuperscript{169} Cf. Hayman, Jr., \textit{supra} note 162, at 22 (“Is it 'merit' that compels disparities in educational funding? Is it 'merit' that disproportionately locates minority students in under-funded schools?”).

\textsuperscript{170} Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. at 436.

\textsuperscript{171} N.D. CENT. CODE § 15.1-21-05.1 (2021) (defining critical race theory as “the theory that racism is not merely the product of learned individual bias or prejudice, but that racism is systemically embedded in American society and the American legal system to facilitate racial inequality”).

\textsuperscript{172} TENN. CODE § 49-6-1019 (2021).

\textsuperscript{173} Of course, “[t]his description obviously does not apply to every single white person in the United States, but it does apply to many.” Corbin, \textit{supra} note 52, at 220 n.56.
pointed out. The consequence is the perpetuation of both racial ignorance and racial inequality.

A. White Privilege

"White privilege" refers to the benefits that white people enjoy because of their race. While Peggy McIntosh envisions it as an "invisible package of unearned assets," scholars Ashleigh Shelby Rosette and Tracy L. Dumas have observed that white privilege is best described as myriad advantages that White people enjoy on a daily basis that racial minorities do not.

Recall that one of the privileges that white people enjoy is that whiteness is the unstated norm. In ways small and large, the presumed standard for needs, knowledge, and acceptable behavior is usually a white person. When white people want to buy a picture book with children looking like their own at the neighborhood bookstore, they can easily do so. A white person can readily find hair products at the corner drugstore and can even choose from dry, regular, or oily shampoo and conditioner. A black person may discover that same store does not carry any of the hair products they need, not even in the "ethnic" section. Indeed, that black people use "ethnic" hair care products while white people simply use "normal" hair care products perfectly encapsulates how society is normed to whiteness. Not only are consumer goods designed with white people in mind but mass entertainment...
and history classes star white people, standardized test questions are keyed to white experiences, and the list goes on. Moreover, the privileges associated with whiteness are usually invisible to their beneficiaries. That is, white people often do not realize that their whiteness confers benefits. Because the world is so tailored to their (white) needs and (white) experiences, white people often do not realize that whiteness is the default. This privilege begets more privileges, including (a) the privilege of not having to learn about nonwhite culture—including its legal scholarship—and (b) the privilege of not having to understand how raced the world actually is. The CRT bans illustrate both. That is, CRT bans bespeak not only ignorance about critical race theory itself, but also ignorance about the role race plays in the United States.

1. Ignorance of Critical Race Theory

White people may freely ignore the culture of people of color. When the world is designed around your needs and experiences, it is not necessary to learn about others' needs and experiences. Black people inevitably study white culture in order to navigate dominant white spaces, which is most of mainstream society. For example, because natural and commonplace black hair styles like afros or braids are deemed less professional than natural and commonplace white hair styles, black women must study up on white hair. White people need make no equivalent effort. As one black columnist wrote regarding hair, "[I]t is now clear to me that I..."

---

181. See supra notes 57–66 and accompanying text (describing dearth of black leads in American movies).
182. See supra note 55 and accompanying text (describing how creators of standardized tests choose questions).
183. See supra note 55 and accompanying text.
184. Flagg, supra note 87, at 957 (1993) ("The most striking characteristic of whites' consciousness of whiteness is that most of the time we don't have any.").
185. Cf. Flagg, supra note 87, at 971 ("Whiteness is the racial norm."); id. at 969 ("[T]he white person has an everyday option not to think of herself in racial terms at all. In fact, whites appear to pursue that option so habitually that it may be a defining characteristic of whiteness: to be white is not to think about it.").
186. Sylvia A. Law, White Privilege and Affirmative Action, 32 AKRON L. REV. 603, 604–05 (1999) ("White people rarely contemplate the fact of our whiteness—it is the norm, the given. It is a privilege to not have to think about race.").
187. McIntosh, supra note 90, at 79 (describing as a white privilege "I can remain oblivious of the language and customs of persons of color . . . without . . . any penalty for such oblivion.").
188. Cf. Renee Nicole Allen, From Academic Freedom to Cancel Culture: Silencing Black Women in the Legal Academy, 68 UCLA L. REV. 364, 373 (2021) (arguing that American law schools are white spaces) "In white spaces, whiteness is the norm and everything else is an other. . . . For white people, white spaces are normal; for Black people, white spaces are informally 'off limits.' Yet, navigation of these spaces is a condition of the Black existence." Id.
189. See generally D. Wendy Greene, Black Women Can't Have Blonde Hair... in the Workplace, 14 J. GENDER, RACE & JUST. 405, 407–08 (2011); see also Rosette & Dumas, supra note 176, at 409 ("'Ethnic' hair styles are sometimes not welcome in the corporate world.").
have been in AP White Hair, while my white peers had been left back twice in remedial Black Hair.\(^\text{190}\)

This white privilege also extends to ignoring the scholarship of black Americans, given the way the bans fundamentally misunderstand critical race theory. That is, CRT bans embody the white privilege of not needing to know nonwhite culture in that almost none of the presumably white legislators passing these laws seems to have researched what the theory actually teaches.

As detailed in Part I, nowhere does critical race theory posit that race determines your superiority or moral character.\(^\text{191}\) Its primary focus is not individuals at all, which makes fears about guiltling white school children off base. And of course, as many have pointed out, critical race theory is a complicated, sophisticated theory that arose in law schools and is generally taught in law schools rather than elementary and high schools.\(^\text{192}\)

2. Ignorance of Race Itself

In addition to ignorance about the theory, the critical race theory bans reflect great ignorance about race. A world catering to them allows white people to not only ignore nonwhite culture but also to ignore the raced nature of their own culture, often leaving them unaware how race impacts their day-to-day lives. Even with something as mundane as hair, the ease of finding products, stylists, or a hair style accepted as professional vary depending on race.\(^\text{193}\) Black women in the United States well know that race matters even with hair; white women may have no clue. As a result, white people do not think of themselves or the world as raced.

Because they are unaware of the role race plays in their life, white people may well assume that race also plays no role in other people’s life. Or, perhaps, they assume that race only becomes salient when faced with bigotry that can be traced to a “bad apple”—surely, they may think, a rare phenomenon these days. Their obliviousness as to how their race makes their life easier may make them equally oblivious as to how race makes others’ lives harder. This conviction that race is

---

190. Marquia Walton, *As a Black Women I Know Too Much About White Hair*, ELLE (July 1, 2020), https://www.elle.com/beauty/a32998826/black-hair-white-hair-knowledge-and-norms/ [https://perma.cc/SL33-GLP6]; see also *id.* (”In high school I learned the greatest hits of white hair styles while my white counterparts learned close to zero about Black hair.”).


irrelevant is then coupled with the conviction that racism should remain beside the point and that discussing race is pointless.

The belief that racism is not a problem in the United States helps explain the hostility to teaching that the United States is fundamentally racist or that anyone should be viewed as guilty of being racist, consciously or unconsciously. This race-is-irrelevant worldview also makes more plausible the belief that the United States is a true meritocracy and that those who have succeeded—like themselves—earned their achievements due to their hard work ethic rather than unearned advantages and unconscious favoritism. Plus, if race is irrelevant, it makes more sense to insist on colorblindness and to refuse any teaching that race should ever be taken into account.194

Likewise, blindness to the widespread and systemic racism still plaguing the country leads privileged white politicians to blame the discussion of racism rather than racism itself as the cause of all racial problems.195 A sponsor of Arizona’s CRT ban proclaimed, “We should be focused on bringing people together, not pushing people apart. Critical race theory will do nothing but increase divisiveness in our communities,”196 while one of Texas’s asserted, “I think critical race theory and the belief in critical race theory is creating racial disharmony in the United States.”197 These proponents have convinced themselves that not only is there no need to talk about race, but that talking about race actually creates racial divides that would otherwise not exist.

In sum, undergirding the CRT bans are a series of erroneous assumptions made possible by white privilege. Specifically, white privilege makes possible ignorance about critical race theory and the critical role of race in the United States. Consequently, to certain white people whose life experiences minimize the

194. This explanation generously gives white people the benefit of the doubt. In fact, white blindness is often willful blindness. It may not even be that, given the popularity of white supremacy and white supremacist groups. See, e.g., Simon Clark, How White Supremacy Returned to Mainstream Politics, CTR. AM. PROGRESS (July 1, 2020), https://www.americanprogress.org/article/white-supremacy-returned-mainstream-politics/ [https://perma.cc/ZNB8-4S7V].

195. The pronouncement of Governor of Oklahoma Kevin Stitt as he signed a CRT ban into law is typical: “As governor, I firmly believe that not one cent of taxpayer money should be used to define and divide young Oklahomans about their race or sex.” Sean Murphy, Oklahoma Governor Signs Ban on Teaching Critical Race Theory, US NEWS & WORLD REP. (May 7, 2021, 6:24 PM), https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2021-05-07/oklahoma-governor-signs-ban-on-teaching-critical-race-theory [https://perma.cc/9A4J-K3QD] (quoting Oklahoma Governor Kevin Stitt).


B. White Fragility

White privilege is what lets white people remain ignorant of the widespread racism that black Americans face day in and day out, in ways large and small. But perhaps even more than white privilege, critical race theory bans illustrate white fragility. White privilege tends to breed “white fragility”—the term used to describe a constellation of defensive behaviors that white people exhibit when their unearned racial advantages are pointed out. They include overreacting; making white people’s wellbeing the priority; casting white people as the true victims; and ultimately asserting false equivalencies, often by coopting the language of civil rights icons. The CRT bans encapsulate all these behaviors to provide a textbook example of the fragility white people display when confronted with the claim that widespread racism exists in the United States. The ultimate result is to further entrench the existing racial status quo.

1. Overreacting

One of the most well-known fragile white reactions is to overreact. Robin DiAngelo, the academic who coined the term, defines “white fragility” as “a state in which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves.”

There are different causes of the distress. One may be that these issues are novel and uncomfortable. Black Americans have experience addressing racial issues (they have no choice) in a way white people have not. As a result of this unfamiliarity, white Americans find conversing about race difficult.

Exacerbating this unease are preexisting assumptions about what racism entails. Although racism can cover a range of behaviors and effects, white people are often only versed in one variant: “[R]acism is what happens when racist individuals think racist thoughts and then do racist things.” As discussed above,
white people regularly overlook the other types of discrimination at play. Consequently, white people tend to equate racism with individual animus. Recall that under this view—a view shared by Equal Protection Clause jurisprudence—race discrimination requires a bad actor. When this worldview holds, any attempt to point out widespread systemic discrimination is translated in the fragile white mind as an accusation of invidious individual discrimination: "you, personally, are a racist and you, personally, are to blame."

Finally, for white people to acknowledge their privileged place in society can feel like a blow to the ego. It means that they cannot take full credit for their wealth, position, and accomplishments White people have had an extra edge, an unfair advantage, and no one likes to think of themselves as a cheater.

Regardless of the reasons why, to overdramatize when confronted with any analysis of race, never mind one that highlights white privilege, is a hallmark of white fragility. The very existence of CRT bans in primary or secondary schools is an overreaction given most elementary, middle, and high schools do not teach the tenets of critical race theory. Critical race theory is a legal theory that grew out of law schools and few (or no) public school sixth-graders or eleventh-graders are studying the ways that the Supreme Court's equal protection jurisprudence overlooks discrimination that does not arise from animus.

Furthermore, the CRT bans often pass in places that seem least likely to incorporate cutting-edge, race-based legal theory in their curriculum. Idaho, the first state to successfully pass a ban, is one of the whitest states in the nation, with black people making up less than 1% of its population. Yet Idaho's CRT ban included an emergency provision so that it would go into effect immediately, as if a legal theory were an actual threat to the state and its inhabitants. Even the Governor,
who signed his state's ban, suggested that the Idaho law was a solution in search of a problem.213

Sometimes the reaction recalls the paranoid red scares of the 1920s and 1950s.214 Just as politicians then exaggerated the threat of American communism and communists, politicians today exaggerate the threat of anti-racism and anti-racism teachings. Tennessee Governor Bill Lee's declaration that "[c]ritical race theory is un-American"215 is surpassed only by U.S. Senator Ted Cruz's avowal that "[i]t is evil."216

And lest this comparison to red scares seem like a stretch, many CRT opponents have explicitly linked critical race theory to communism and Marxism. Tennessee's ban, after all, proscribes promoting or advocating the violent overthrow of the United States government217—as though that were part and parcel of an examination of systemic racism. Nebraska Governor Pete Ricketts explicitly connected the two when he claimed that communism was "reinventing itself right here at home under the label of Critical Race Theory."218 And he is hardly alone in casting critical race theory as the modern-day incarnation of a long-reviled nemesis.219

213. Blake Jones, Little Signs Nondiscrimination Bill, but Questions 'Anecdotes and Innuendo' that Birthed It, IDAHO EDUC. NEWS (Apr. 29, 2021) (quoting Idaho Governor Brad Little, Letter to House Speaker Scott Bedke (Apr. 28, 2021)), https://www.idahoednews.org/top-news/legislative-roundup-4-29-21-little-signs-nondiscrimination-bill-but-questions-anecdotes-and-innuendo-that-birthed-it/ [https://perma.cc/7GN5-TWJF] ("Little questioned the Legislature's narrative of 'widespread, systemic indoctrination in Idaho classrooms' that fueled the bill. . . . 'We must be focused on facts and data, not anecdotes and innuendo.'"). Other Republicans have made similar concessions, including Idaho Republican Representative Julie Yamamoto, a former school superintendent, who is on record stating, "In my 32 years in two different school districts, a public charter school, I never saw any of this happening, and I still don't see that happening." Dawson, supra note 212.

214. The Red Scare, HISTORY.COM (Feb. 28, 2020), https://www.history.com/topics/cold-war/red-scare [https://perma.cc/5RLM-4FKP] ("The Red Scare was hysteria over the perceived threat posed by Communists in the U.S. during the Cold War between the Soviet Union and the United States, which intensified in the late 1940s and early 1950s.").


217. TENN. CODE § 49-6-1019 (2021).

218. See supra note 132 and accompanying text.

219. Ted Cruz is among them, describing critical race theory as "a theory that derives from Marxism. Karl Marx viewed the entire world as a conflict between classes, between the owners of capital and the working men and women, the proletariat—a fundamental battle in society. Critical race theory takes that same Marxist concept, except it replaces class with race." Richard, supra note 216; see also Adam Mintzer, Governor, State Superintendent, Lawmakers, Strongly Oppose Critical Race Theory in SC, WBTIV (June 9, 2021, 10:59 AM), https://www.wbtv.com/2021/06/09/governor-state-
In sum, the first characteristic of white fragility is the exaggerated response to discussions of race and especially discussions of white privilege. It leads predominately white states to see critical race theory where there is none, and to imagine teachings that do not exist. Of course, critical race theory is no more anti-American than any other theory pointing out widespread injustices, and it is certainly not the second coming of communism or advocating the violent overthrow of the United States government. Its goal is simply to help people of color by pointing out and addressing the institutional biases against them.

2. Stealing the Spotlight

A second characteristic of the fragile white response is the tendency for white people to turn the spotlight onto themselves. When the topic turns to race, their foremost concern is the discussion’s impact on them. Specifically, it should not portray or affect them negatively. This is reflected in critical race theory bans that shut down any hint that white people may be racist, even unconsciously; bear any responsibility for racism; or should suffer the slightest upset because of their race.

Mississippi Governor Tate Reeves epitomized the fragile white response when, after protesting that “[in] too many schools around the country, critical race theory is running amok,” he declared that critical race theory “threatens the integrity of our kids’ education and aims only to humiliate and indoctrinate ... Our kids are our greatest assets and Mississippi will do whatever we can to protect them.”

The first thing to note is that the focus is entirely on how critical race theory will affect white school children. Despite the nation’s incontrovertibly racist past, the primary concern for white people in power is not trying to understand how enslaved people were dehumanized based on their skin color or how that original sin of white supremacy became entrenched in our culture and institutions, but

supertendent-lawmakers-strongly-oppose-critical-race-theory-sc/ https://perma.cc/9FXA-F7V8 (reporting that U.S. Congresswoman from South Carolina Nancy Mace stated that “[n]ot a single taxpayer dime should support Critical Race Theory” because “[i]ndoctrinating our kids with a curriculum based in Marxist ideology has no place in American institutions”).

220. CHERYL E. MATIAS, FEELING WHITE 70 (2016) (noting that even among white allies, after an anti-racist presentation, “[i]nstead of questions that engage deconstruction and decentering whiteness, the mainly White audience members shift the focus back onto enacting hegemonic whiteness”); cf. Gorsin, supra note 52, at 211 (“Another tactic of the privileged that Justice Scalia employed is to center the privileged group and their concerns.”).

221. Exec. Order No. 13,950, 3 C.F.R. 433, 436 (2021) (“(4) An individual, by virtue of his or her race or sex, is inherently racist, sexist, or oppressive, whether consciously or unconsciously.”).

222. Id. (“(7) An individual, by virtue of his race or sex, bears responsibility for actions committed in the past by other members of the same race or sex.”).

223. Id. (“(8) Any individual should feel discomfort, guilt, anguish or any other form of psychological distress on account of his race or sex.”).

instead to ensure that no white child today should take any blame for their ancestors’ acts, or even feel bad about it.\textsuperscript{225}

Granted, the language is facially neutral, but the prohibitions are obviously written with the well-being of white students in mind. For example, when six members of Congress complained that critical race theory “foster[s] an atmosphere of self-loathing based on physical characteristics outside of our control,”\textsuperscript{226} they were clearly worried about self-loathing among white children given their stated assumption that “CRT proclaims all white people are oppressors.”\textsuperscript{227}

Thus, when politicians talk about preventing the degradation of “our kids” or protecting the sensibilities of “our kids,” they are not thinking about black school children.\textsuperscript{228} After all, critical race theory does not humiliate black children. If anything, its examination of racism from a black perspective dignifies black children by putting them at the center rather than on the margins. In short, when addressing a legal theory about racism in the United States, these white critics are focusing solely on the potential harm to white children.\textsuperscript{229}

While one might expect Idaho to prioritize white school children given its demographics, Mississippi has the largest proportion of black people in any state: close to 40% of its citizens are black.\textsuperscript{230} Yet, not only is the black American perspective overlooked by CRT critics, but black children themselves are absent. They do not enter into the critics’ calculations. They are invisible.

Note too that \textit{The 1619 Project}, which intentionally centers black people and the black experience, is specifically barred in several states, perhaps because it dared to put white people at the margins.\textsuperscript{231} Once again, an attempt to move the spotlight

\textsuperscript{225} Indeed, just about all the prohibitions in the CRT ban can be regarded as a legal effort to protect the easily bruised feelings of white people.

\textsuperscript{226} The six members of Congress include Ralph Norman, Joe Wilson, William R. Timmons IV, Tom Rice, Nancy Mace, and Jeff Duncan. Letter to Dr. Harris Pastides, President, Univ. S.C., and Dr. James P. Clements, President, Clemson Univ. (June 21, 2021), https://norman.house.gov/uploadedfiles/crt_letter.pdf [https://perma.cc/KU9L-TK7F].

\textsuperscript{227} Id.

\textsuperscript{228} Of course, it bears repeating one more time that humiliating young children is not the point of critical race theory, at all. Again, its goal is not to blame individual people but institutions and systems that make pervasive racism possible. This wild distortion of the theory indicates both the ignorance made possible by white privilege and the histrionics that characterize white privilege.

\textsuperscript{229} As Kimberlé Crenshaw notes, these laws reflect that “[w]hite kids’ feelings are more important than black kids’ reality.” Gloria Oladipo, \textit{\textquoteright Just the Tip of the Iceberg\textquoteright: Kimberlé Crenshaw Warns Against Rightwing Battle over Critical Race Theory}, GUARDIAN (Mar. 4, 2023, 2:00 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2023/mar/04/critical-race-theory-kimberle-crenshaw-segregation-us-democracy [https://perma.cc/3NJW-PVLS].


\textsuperscript{231} \textit{The 1619 Project}, supra note 127 (“The 1619 Project is an ongoing initiative from The New York Times Magazine that began in August 2019, the 400th anniversary of the beginning of American slavery. It aims to reframe the country’s history by placing the consequences of slavery and the contributions of black Americans at the very center of our national narrative.”).
onto black people and their concerns results in a response that shifts the spotlight back onto white people and their needs. This is white fragility.

The fragility of the white response is also evident from the degree to which CRT bans explicitly protect the emotions of white people. Laws do not usually single out feelings for protection. Contrast this extreme solicitousness for white people’s sense of peace with the extreme callousness for black people’s sense of peace when it comes to Confederate monuments celebrating Southern leaders of the Civil War.234 Not only did the South fight (and lose) the Civil War to preserve slavery,235 but most Confederate monuments were erected in order to cement white supremacy.234 Indeed, their popularity spiked not immediately after the Civil War but during Jim Crow and again during resistance to the modern Civil Rights Movement.235 White lawmakers have fiercely resisted calls to take down these monuments to racial subordination,236 even passing laws to prohibit their removal.


233. Whose Heritage? Public Symbols of the Confederacy, S. POVERTY L. CTR. (Feb. 1, 2019) [hereinafter Whose Heritage?], https://www.splcenter.org/20190201/whose-heritage-public-symbols-confederacy#executive-summary [https://perma.cc/F6ZB-8RYK] (quoting the Confederate vice president’s “Cornerstone speech” proclaiming that “[o]ur new government is founded upon . . . the great truth that the negro is not equal to the white man; that slavery subordination to the superior race is his natural and normal condition”).


235. Whose Heritage?, supra note 233 (documenting two spikes in dedications); Richard C. Schragger, Of Crosses and Confederate Monuments: A Theory of Unconstitutional Government Speech, 63 ARIZ. L. REV. 45, 83–84 (2021) (“It is no accident that the bulk of Confederate statues were built during two periods: during the 1920s, when states were adopting Jim Crow laws meant to restrain and send a message to Blacks of whites’ dominant status, and during the 1950s and 1960s, when the Black civil rights movement was again threatening white supremacy.”).

236. Whose Heritage?, supra note 233 (noting that while over 100 monuments and symbols of the Confederacy have recently been removed, 1,747 Confederate monuments, place names, and other symbols remain, including 100 schools named after famous Confederates).
In the face of attempts to intimidate and subjugate them, black Americans are effectively told to toughen up and develop a thick skin. Yet, white lawmakers have made certain that there are now statutes on the books ensuring that no white person ever feel a touch of “guilt,” “anguish,” or even “discomfort” on account of their race. Indeed, white fragility is what leads white people to conclude that the real problem with racism lies in its discussion—which may damage the white psyche or make white people feel bad about themselves.

3. Creating False Equivalencies

A byproduct of exaggerating or imagining harms to white people while simultaneously downplaying the actual harms experienced by African Americans are false equivalencies. Proponents of critical race theory bans already claim that it is conversations about race, rather than pervasive racism, that create divisions along racial lines. Another hallmark of white fragility is to take this one step further and argue that talking about racism is as harmful as racism. In other words, not only do white people put themselves at the center of the narrative on race, but they also maintain they are the real victims in this story, as critical race theory represents overt...
A CRT Analysis of CRT Bans

To add insult to injury, some coopt the language of civil rights icons in making this claim. To be clear, those supporting CRT bans argue that the theory, which is meant to analyze systemic racism against black people in the United States, a country that had chattel slavery, a country that denied black adults the right to vote, a country that still discriminates against black Americans in everything from its schools to its monuments, this theory that tries to uncover racist systems and institutions, is itself racist and bigoted. Former Vice President Mike Pence, for example, stated that critical race theory “teaches kids as young as kindergarten to be ashamed of their skin color. It is nothing short of state-sponsored and state-sanctioned racism.”

Even more pointedly, a U.S. Senator said that “[c]ritical race theory is bigoted, it is a lie, and it is every bit as racist as the klansmen in white sheets.”

The notion that critical race theory is racist stems from either unwitting or willful ignorance of CRT’s actual tenets. As this Article has explained, critical race theory seeks, in part, to address why advances in civil rights laws have not eliminated racism or its effects. It does so by uncovering structures that continue to disadvantage black people. Nothing about this requires discriminating against white people. However disorienting it may feel to move even theoretically from a position of privilege to one of equal status, the move cannot be characterized as racism.

Certainly, the hyperbolic comparisons to the Ku Klux Klan can be rejected out of hand. The KKK, as Justice Thomas has explained, functionally served as white supremacist terrorists who deployed “the most brutal of methods.” First

---

242. Cf. DiAngelo, supra note 53, at 64 (noting that when finally confronted with discussion of race, “whites position themselves as victimized, slammed, blamed, attacked”).
243. See infra notes 256–257 and accompanying text.
245. Richard, supra note 216 (quoting Ted Cruz).
246. Removing a barrier to equality against one group is not equivalent to imposing a barrier against another. In other words, CRT does not propose to erect interstate highways through historically white neighborhoods or to deny federal support for white home mortgages; it seeks to bring to light obstacles like these that were imposed on black neighborhoods and families. In any event, at the end of the day, CRT in schools is about teaching a theory, not putting it into practice.
247. Cf. Corbin, supra note 52, at 200 (“[Attempts to remedy discrimination] can be experienced as undeserved and hostile attacks. And, to be fair, these are attempts to take something from them, namely their unearned (and unfair) advantages. But because whites do not understand them as such, they feel unjustly targeted.”).
active during Reconstruction and again during the 1920s, the Klan used extra-legal means to enforce white supremacy in the South. The Klan, which often worked hand in glove with the local authorities, was notorious for lynching anyone, but especially black Americans, who dared challenge the racist status quo. If someone failed to heed a warning, they could be dragged out of bed in the middle of the night by a white robed posse and tortured to death, with their body left as a warning. The KKK’s reign of terror has nothing in common with critical race theory, even if every single imagined tenet were actually taught to every single white child. Presumably, the comparison was meant rhetorically and not literally, but to

249. Cf. Goldstein, supra note 248, at 292–95, 320–22 (noting that the Klan first emerged in reaction to Reconstruction and again in the 1920s in reaction to huge influx of Catholic, Jewish and other immigrants); see also id. at 290 ("The Klan has gained prominence whenever white Americans have feared that their dominant status and power are threatened.").

250. Angela P. Harris, Equality Trouble: Sameness and Difference in Twentieth-Century Race Law, 88 CALIF. L. REV. 1923, 1971 (2000) ("These organizations, such as the Ku Klux Klan, held as their agenda to protect white social identity, white women, and white political and economic dominance through terror."); Lisa Cardyn, Sexualized Racism/gendered Violence: Outr aging the Body Politic in the Reconstruction South, 100 MICH. L. REV. 675, 690 (2002) (describing the Klan’s “enduring mission” as “the advancement of white supremacy in every sector of southern society”).

251. Ku Klux Klan, HISTORY.COM (Feb. 4, 2022), https://www.history.com/topics/reconstruction/ku-klux-klan [https://perma.cc/6EYV-S4NP] ("In the regions where most Klan activity took place, local law enforcement officials either belonged to the Klan or declined to take action against it."); The Rise and Fall of Jim Crow, PBSTHIRTEEN, https://www.thirteen.org/wnet/jimcrow/stories_events_kkk.html [https://perma.cc/6DUT-6Z88] (last visited Jan. 22, 2023) (noting that the KKK was in every state in the South and included "mayors, judges, and sheriffs").

252. Goldstein, supra note 248, at 297 ("Klan chapters organized lynch parties to carry out vigilante justice."); see, e.g., Cardyn, supra note 250, at 772–74 (noting that the Klan targeted blacks who were not sufficiently deferential to whites; those “whose words or deeds bespoke support for the notion of social equality” such as teachers in the new black schools; and those who were successful, “an unwelcome signal that blacks were perhaps not so inferior as their assailants preferred to believe"); Dann E.W. Johnson, Homegrown and Global: The Rising Terror Movement, 58 HOUS. L. REV. 1059, 1068 (2021) ("The Equal Justice Initiative produced a report that found that between 1877 and 1950, over 4,384 Black men, women, and children were the victims of terror lynchings by groups such as the KKK and individuals who shared their ideology of white supremacy.").

253. New York v. Zimmerman, 278 U.S. 63, 75 (1928) ("It is a matter of common knowledge that this organization functions largely at night, its members disguised by hoods and gowns and doing things calculated to strike terror into the minds of the people."); Goldstein, supra note 248, at 297 ("Klan groups typically employed violence during night-riding, in which small bands of hooded and robed members came unannounced to the houses of black residents in the middle of the night . . . .").

254. Cardyn, supra note 250, at 678 (noting the KKK used “whippings, rape, lynching, genital mutilation, and other nameless tortures . . . . to reinvigorate a system of uncontestable white male supremacy.”).

255. Cardyn, supra note 250, at 756 (noting the “deliberately public character” of much Klan violence); Account of Former Slave Ben Johnson, The Ku Klux Klan, 1868, EYEWITNESS TO HISTORY (2006), http://www.eyewitnessohistory.com/kkk.htm [https://perma.cc/Z9BE-H3NL] ("The most that I can tell you 'bout is the Klu Klux. I never will forget when they hung Cy Guy. They hung him for a scandalous insult to a white woman an' they com'd after him a hundred strong. They tries him there in the woods, an' they scratches Cy's arm to get some blood, an' with that blood they writes that he shall hang 'tween the heavens and the earth till he is dead, dead, dead, and that any nigger what takes down the body shall be hanged too. Well sir, the next morning there he hung, right over the road an' the sentence hanging over his head. Nobody would bother with that body for four days an' there it hung, swinging in the wind . . . .").
even suppose that white people suffer from racism—from a legal theory—in the same way that black people have—in real life—is extravagant.

Moreover, not only does the fragile white reaction take on the mantle of victimhood, it appropriates the words of civil rights heroes who were fighting for black equality.\(^2\) Thus, you end up with CRT foes declaring that their state “stands with Martin Luther King Jr.’s proclamation that people should be judged by the content of their character, not the color of their skin.”\(^2\) Using Dr. King’s words exhorting the end of racism to attack a theory that seeks to do just that is nothing short of ironic.

Exaggerating the harm to the already privileged while trivializing the harm to the non-privileged creates false equivalences. In turn, these false equivalencies help justify the status quo and maintain whites’ privileged status within it.

### 4. Perpetuating Racial Inequality

There is more to the fragile white response than just hyperbole. There are practical consequences to banning critical race theory in the classroom. Teachers who risk losing their jobs or even their licenses for violating these laws will not only eschew examinations of the central tenets of critical race theory, but in an abundance of caution they will avoid teaching anything remotely related to it, enabling the racial status quo to remain undisturbed.\(^2\) In short, critical race theory bans work to shut down anti-racism education in public schools.\(^2\)

---

256. Frank Rudy Cooper, *Cop Fragility and Blue Lives Matter*, 2020 U. Ill. L. Rev. 621, 654 (2020) (noting that those on the top of hierarchies “cannot usually (legitimately) claim the moral high ground of being from a group subject to widespread oppression, so they borrow from the moral force of those who can”).


Perhaps aware of the maxim that those who do not learn about their racist past are doomed to perpetuate it, public schools in some states have begun to incorporate anti-racism concepts into their curriculum. While full-fledged classes on critical race theory are unlikely at most educational levels to begin with (with or without CRT bans), the vague language and ambiguous scope of anti-CRT laws will discourage teachers from discussing topics relating to racism in a variety of contexts, be it a discussion of the causes of the Civil War to a discussion of the characters’ motivations in To Kill a Mockingbird. In free speech jurisprudence, this is known as chilling speech.

Vague laws generally raise several problems: they do not provide adequate notice; they confer too much discretion to those who enforce them; and, if they regulate speech, they risk chilling speech. When people do not know what speech crosses the line into illegality, they will err on the side of caution and steer far clear of the line, thereby self-censoring more than what is actually required by the law. “The absence of certainty in the law is always unfortunate, but it is particularly pernicious where speech is concerned because it tends to deter all but the most courageous . . . from entering the marketplace of ideas.”

Here, the various CRT laws are not a model of clarity. One Florida district court cited the barred divisive concept “[m]embers of one race, color, sex, or national origin cannot and should not attempt to treat others without respect to race, color, sex, or national origin” as an example, describing it as “mired in
obscenity," given that it "features a rarely seen triple negative, resulting in a cacophony of confusion."\textsuperscript{267} Confused teachers do not understand what they can and cannot teach.\textsuperscript{268} Typical is a history teacher from New Hampshire, who observed the state’s CRT law was "really, really vague"\textsuperscript{269} and complained that "[w]e asked for clarification from the state, from the union, from school lawyers. The universal response is no one’s really sure."\textsuperscript{270}

As a result, chill has already set in. Schools, uncertain of the reach of their state’s critical race theory ban, have cancelled classes and lectures on topics that even raise the question of race.\textsuperscript{271} In Florida, a school district cancelled a history professor’s presentation to teachers on "The Long Civil Rights Movement," "even though his lecture had nothing to do with [critical race theory]."\textsuperscript{272} A Tennessee school cancelled its annual visit to the National Civil Rights Museum in Memphis.\textsuperscript{273} A middle school principal in Utah cancelled a popular class on American institutions with a unit that covered the Black Lives Matter movement because teachers were too afraid to teach it.\textsuperscript{274}

that ‘[m]embers of one race, color, sex, or national origin cannot and should not attempt to treat others without respect to race, color, sex, or national origin.’") (citing FLA. STAT. § 760.10(8)(a)(4) (2022)).

\textsuperscript{267} Id.

\textsuperscript{268} One U.S. history teacher from Texas said he was not sure that if, when discussing the GI Bill, he can continue to make the factual observation that its benefits did not extend to black Americans who had served. Madeline Will, Catharine Gewertz, Ileana Najarro & Sarah Schwartz, \textit{Teachers Share What They Will—and Won’t—Do Differently Under Critical Race Theory Law}, EDUC.WK. (July 15, 2021), https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/teachers-share-what-they-will-and-wont-do-differently-under-critical-race-theory-law/2021/07 [https://perma.cc/VXY9-VQ3D].

\textsuperscript{269} Meckler & Natanson, supra note 258.

\textsuperscript{270} Meckler & Natanson, supra note 258.

\textsuperscript{271} Pernell, 2022 WL 16985720, at *41 (noting that “…to step out of line during class and utter a single expression of approval of one of the State of Florida’s disfavored ideas is to risk discipline or even termination.”).


Meanwhile, many teachers in these states are second-guessing themselves over the books they may require and the classroom discussion they may have, even on topics they have covered for years.\textsuperscript{275} “It led us to be exceptionally cautious because we don’t want to risk our livelihoods when we’re not sure what the rules are.”\textsuperscript{276} High school English teachers at one school decided to stop assigning The Flowers, a short story by Alice Walker, whose young black protagonist in the Deep South discovers the dead body of a lynched black man while picking flowers in the woods near her home.\textsuperscript{277} Meanwhile American history teachers made optional Ibram X. Kendi’s book, Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You.\textsuperscript{278} With discussions, an economics teacher stopped linking the lack of black wealth to Jim Crow laws and redlining lest “we were somehow suggesting one group is better than the other,”\textsuperscript{279} while a high school English teacher dropped from her unit on race any discussion of privilege.\textsuperscript{280} In short, “teachers seem to view any lessons that explicitly discussed racial oppression as vulnerable to challenge.”\textsuperscript{281}

Some of these retrenchments are entirely unnecessary under their state’s CRT ban.\textsuperscript{282} For example, there are many lessons to learn from the America’s Jim Crow


\textsuperscript{276} Meckler & Natanson, supra note 258; see also Adrian Florence, Teachers Say Laws Banning Critical Race Theory Are Putting a Chill on Their Lessons, NFR (May 28, 2021, 9:04 AM), https://www.npr.org/2021/05/28/100537206/teachers-laws-banning-critical-race-theory-are-leading-to-self-censorship [https://perma.cc/2UQW-YPEG] (reporting that a Texas educator “said she knows teachers who are already self-censoring. They’re ‘afraid to speak out on issues because they feel there are going to be repercussions from their districts[.]’”).


\textsuperscript{279} Meckler & Natanson, supra note 258.

\textsuperscript{280} Meckler & Natanson, supra note 258.


\textsuperscript{282} Then again, some are dictated from the top. For example, Florida blocked AP African American History from its public high schools on the grounds it violated state law. Patricia Mazzei & Antonema Hartocollis, Florida Rejects A.P. African American Studies Class, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 19, 2023, 1:11 PM), https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/19/us/desantis-florida-ap-african-american-studies.html [https://perma.cc/XB6V-VYYXW].
era of de jure segregation, but that the black race is superior to the white one is not one of them. But teachers understandably do not want to jeopardize their positions, and so censor themselves and their classroom discussions.\textsuperscript{283} In short, these explorations of race in America are chilled.

\textit{b. Vicious Circle}

By causing schools and teachers to purge their curricula of discussions on race (perhaps an intended outcome of the critical race theory laws),\textsuperscript{284} students will fail to learn crucial aspects of American culture and history.\textsuperscript{285} Even teaching that “slavery is wrong” might be off the table.\textsuperscript{286} As one professor of social justice lamented, “[L]earning will be incomplete since [children are] only being taught half-truths.”\textsuperscript{287} The concrete result of CRT bans will be a public education system that helps maintain existing racial inequalities. In the end, “[t]hese bans make it harder for our country to change.”\textsuperscript{288} Instead of embarking on long overdue investigations of the role of race in our nation’s past and present, even the most basic discussions of race and racial inequality will become taboo. If students fail to learn the truth about the intentional discrimination of black Americans in the past,\textsuperscript{289} they certainly will not recognize the systemic discrimination of the present. They won’t learn to question today’s unequal distribution of wealth and power, never mind the tools to help dismantle it. By pressuring schools and teachers to turn a blind eye to race, these bans will help perpetuate the American myth of a colorblind meritocracy and, ultimately, white supremacy.\textsuperscript{290}

\textsuperscript{283}. For example, a Tennessee teacher was fired after telling students white privilege was a fact, assigning a Ta-Nehisi Coates essay, and showing YouTube video “White Privilege,” a poetry-performance with lines such as “Oh, am I making you uncomfortable? Try a cramped slave ship.” Hannah Natanson, A White Teacher Taught White Students About White Privilege, It Cost Him His Job, WASH. POST (Dec. 6, 2021, 8:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2021/12/06/tennessee-teacher-fired-critical-race-theory/ [https://perma.cc/5ESK-VTZ5].

\textsuperscript{284}. Cf Feingold, supra note 141, at 753 (“In all likelihood, the indeterminate text is by design . . . to dissuade teachers from even basic conversations about race and racism.”).

\textsuperscript{285}. Implementing guidance in Oklahoma tells teachers they cannot use the terms “diversity” or “white privilege.” Complaint at 2, Black Emergency Response Team v. O’Connor, No. 5:21-ev-1022-G (W.D. Okla. filed Nov. 9, 2021).

\textsuperscript{286}. Hannah Natanson, ‘Slavery Was Wrong’ and 5 Other Things Some Educators Won’t Teach Anymore, WASH. POST (Mar. 6, 2023 7:33 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2023/03/06/slavery-was-wrong-5-other-things-educators-wont-teach-anymore/ [https://perma.cc/K7NF-JPD9] (recounting how in response to a teacher’s query whether it was still acceptable to teach that slavery was wrong, a superintendent responded, “I really need to delve into it to see if that is part of what we can or cannot say. And I don’t know that.”).

\textsuperscript{287}. Cineas, supra note 277.

\textsuperscript{288}. Cineas, supra note 277.

\textsuperscript{289}. Cf Caputo & Finn, supra note 272 (“The victims of this censorship are history and the truth.”).

\textsuperscript{290}. As the President of the National Urban League noted in an op-ed, “[I]n the 20th century, white Americans threatened by the encroachment of racial equality erected Confederate monuments in their town squares. In the 21st century, they restrict what students can read and learn about American
CONCLUSION

The critical race theory bans illustrate and embody many of the characteristics of white privilege, and especially white fragility. Indeed, both the legislative history and the laws themselves provide a textbook example of white people’s obliviousness to issues of racial inequality, and their fragility when confronted with teaching that exposes it. The result is a mandate that perpetuates both racial ignorance and racial inequality.